
Critically Conscious Mathematics  
 
We teach children from communities whose voices have historically been undervalued or ignored. We 
also believe that all human beings are valuable and deserve to be heard, particularly in a democratic 
society, and as such, our children need an education that activates their voices and ensures that they are 
able to advocate for themselves and their communities to be treated equitably, even or especially if that 
means reorganizing societal institutions—not just an education that helps them pass state tests. Ladson-
Billings (1995) argues that instruction committed to collective empowerment must enable students to 
develop a) academic competence, b) cultural competence, and c) critical consciousness, and Gutiérrez 
(2009) writes that a transformative education is one in which students’ identity and agency are both 
developed (in a mathematical context, see: Martin, 2000; Cobb, Gresalfi, and Hodge, 2009).  
 
Culturally responsive teaching is particularly important in secondary mathematics for three reasons: 
 

• Access and Agency    The language of power in our society is analytical and numerical; leading 
economic, financial, and political institutions are driven by quantitative models and forecasts, and 
academic research and consumer marketing alike often hinge their claims on statistics derived 
from mathematical analyses. Being able to interpret these claims and to model situations 
mathematically will give our children tools for identifying, advocating, and creating change (see 
Tate, 1995; Gutstein, 2006); “critical mathematical agency” exists when students “draw upon and 
construct mathematical understanding to investigate and critique situations in their lives and in 
the world around them, and… act transformatively upon those conditions” (Turner, 2003). 
 

• Opportunity    Instrumentally, curriculum and instructional methods that are relevant and 
responsive to students’ lived realities are likely to increase their engagement in mathematics 
that they may otherwise perceive to be dry, abstract, or boring when it is taught traditionally. This 
gives them a greater chance of developing deep and enduring interest and understanding in a 
field that often leads to educational and career opportunities that are likely to be meaningful, 
stable, lucrative, and/or prestigious. 
 

• Mathematics    It makes children better mathematicians:    Schoenfeld (1992) and others (see 
Brenner, 2011; McIntosh, 2011, etc.) posit that true mathematicians not only solve problems 
given to them by applying algorithms, but also find problems to solve. They are curious, they 
question the world around them, and they have the quantitative and analytical tools to determine 
whether what they observe is “normal” and “fair”.  

 
Critically conscious mathematics can be understood as the intersection of what is being taught—the 
curriculum—and how it’s being taught—the pedagogy. Content must be mathematically rigorous, both in 
terms of what is taught and how it is taught, and: 
 

• Curriculum Teachers must situate their content in context (through word problems, performance 
tasks, projects, lesson hooks, and instructional investigations, etc.) that is: 

o Relevant to students’ interests and lives (e.g. using the subway to teach positive and 
negative integers in districts with strong public transit; comparing proportions of free 
throw shots made by a hometown hero vs. star on rival team, etc.) 

o Responsive to their interests and to current events in the community around them (e.g. 
using surveys to forecast election results; triangulating the best place to locate a new 
grocery store in a community; calculating payday lender rates, etc.) 

o Broadens their understanding of social issues (e.g. sweatshop wages, income tax 
distribution, housing discrimination, etc.) 

What this document is:  An initial statement of the importance of culturally 
responsive teaching specifically in secondary mathematics, given that it is most 
commonly discussed in the humanities, and a handout used to support 2013 pilot 
lab teachers in thinking about how this mindset might show itself in their classrooms. 
 
What this document isn’t: A definition of culturally responsive teaching or position 
statement on how to implement it; for more information, see the CRT website, and 
please recognize that this is only a starting point that should be complemented by 
deep reflection, conversation, and learning. 



• Pedagogy    Instructional strategies must be selected for their capacity to validate student 
knowledge (e.g. learning builds on what students know), encourage student voice (e.g. real & 
meaningful discourse), and develop student initiative (e.g. students exhibit mathematical agency 
by questioning and challenging the teacher and/or peers, directing their own learning, etc.). 
Learning in mathematics may be integrated with other subject areas (e.g. scientific field lesson 
collecting soil samples + mathematical analysis of toxin concentration + history of environmental 
activism + ELA persuasive paper). 
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Handout 2: Culturally Responsive Curriculum – Some examples 

 
How does this choice contribute to: 

Method* Example 
Academic achievement? Cultural competence? Critical consciousness? 

Using familiar 

modes of 

communication 
(call and 
response, 
vocabulary in a 
home language, 
rewriting lyrics to 
popular songs) 

A teacher in a classroom with many ELL 
students encourages them to take notes in their 
home language, and to share the names of 
various polygons in their home language with 
the whole class. 
 
Students write rap songs to describe a 
mathematical process or idea. 

   

Making analogies 
between new 
content and 
students’ lived 
realities 

In Boston, Algebra Project teachers teach 
students about positive and negative integers by 
riding the subway together. On the train, they 
solve math problems and discuss whether the 
government should subsidize public transit, and 
about where in Boston students live and spend 
their time (and where they don’t) 

   

Regularly 
bringing in 
community 

members to 
share math-
related expertise 
(from their jobs or 
home lives) 

A grandmother who is renowned in the 
community for her baked goods teaches 
elementary students a lesson on baking 
piecrust, and students use ratios and 
proportions to calculate the ingredients needed 
to make different pies for a community event.  
 
A firefighter explains how fire stations are 
strategically located such that no home in the 
community is more than 15 minutes away from 
a fire station, and so that there is a proportional 
number of fire stations for the total number of 
homes in the community. 

   

 
(Continued on the next page) *Note that these methods can be combined with one another or with other themes and projects during a course; nothing is mutually exclusive, and this is by no 
means a comprehensive list. Instead, it is intended to serve as a starting point for brainstorming and reflection. 



 

How could this choice contribute to: 
Method* Example 

Academic achievement? Cultural competence? Critical consciousness? 

Choosing 
contexts for their 
relevance to 
students’ lived 
realities or for 
the opportunity to 
explore broader 
societal issues  
when framing 
word problems 

Ask “Factory workers aged 14, 15, and 16 in 
Honduras make McKids children's clothing for 
Wal-Mart. Each worker earns 43 cents an hour 
and works a 14-hour shift each day. How much 
does each worker make in one day, excluding 
fees deducted by employers?” instead of “A 
group of youth aged 14, 15, and 16 go to the 
store. Candy bars are on sale for 43¢ each. They 
buy a total of 12 candy bars. How much do they 
spend, not including tax?” (Gutstein & Peterson) 

   

Choosing 
contexts for their 
relevance to 
students’ lived 
realities or for 
the opportunity to 
explore broader 
societal issues 
when framing 
instructional 

tasks or projects 

When comparing functions, use data on 
population growth to determine which type of 
function best fits the data; use it to make 
predictions about the solvency of Social Security. 
 
When learning about data and statistics, 
students design a survey about a local issue and 
conduct the survey in their neighborhood; 
analyze results. 
 
See Handout 2a for an example. 

   

Choosing an 
essential 
question or 
enduring 
understanding 
that serves as a 
unifying theme 
for explorations, 
mini-lessons, 
and/or tasks over 
multiple lessons 
or the unit 

A teacher chooses the EQ of “what’s fair?” 
Lessons throughout the course explore what 
mathematical models would predict about 
obesity rates, educational attainment, median 
income, subprime lending rates, and 
incarceration rates, and compare these to real 
statistics about particular populations to 
determine whether any discrepancies are 
random or could provide evidence of injustice or 
institutional discrimination. 
 
See Handout 2b for an example of how a teacher 
dives deeply into themes in yearlong courses. 

   



 

Handout 2a: Choosing a particular context for a single task or project 

 

 



 

 



 

 
 
 
From East Side Community High School in San Francisco, CA 



 

Handout 2b: Framing an entire course around a particular lens 

 

 
 



 

 
 
From resources created by Morgan Fierst at South High School in Minneapolis, MN 


